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By Marc J Epstein Making
Matt Gaetz’s campaign paid $25,000 in June to a Manhattan criminal defense attorney who lists Jeffrey Epstein, the convicted sex offender who killed himself in prison, as a notable client, according ...
Matt Gaetz’s campaign paid $25,000 to lawyer who represented Jeffrey Epstein
The success of the fundraising, particularly for a socially responsible vehicle, is a sign that enough of Apollo’s investors have put the Epstein controversy behind them four mo ...
Apollo Investors Look Past Black-Epstein Tie to Back Impact Fund
"Jen Garner and Marc Anthony are continuing to be supportive and there doesn't seem to be any ill will across the board," a source told Entertainment Tonight. "They all just want what's best for each ...
Here's How Jennifer Garner and Marc Anthony Really Feel About Bennifer
Marc Rowan has a plan to make Apollo Global Management Inc. a decidedly different operation. In the last year, the New York-based firm saw record profits, hired 300 people remotely and had fewer ...
Marc Rowan Plans to Be the CEO Who Keeps Apollo Above the Fray
According to Entertainment Tonight, Ben and J.Lo haven't had any issues with co-parenting or remaining friendly with their exes. “Jen Garner and Marc Anthony are continuing to be supportive and there ...
Jennifer Garner and Marc Anthony Are "Supportive" of Jennifer Lopez and Ben Affleck's Relationship, FYI
The notorious financier pedophile told exaggerated stories of his time in intelligence circles — but some of those stories may have been, at least partially, true ...
Was Jeffrey Epstein a Spy?
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported Monday that 100 people who got the J&J JNJ, -1.01% Janssen shot developed Guillain-Barré syndrome, which can cause muscle weakness and ...
What are the symptoms of Guillain-Barré syndrome? Should I still get the J&J vaccine?
Alex Rodriguez flaunted his buff physique, while yachting around St. Tropez, in the ultimate thirst trap on Wednesday afternoon.
Alex Rodriguez posts shirtless thirst trap after dodging an awkward run-in with J-Lo in St. Tropez
The source also tells ET that Jennifer Garner and Marc Anthony continue to be 'supportive' of their exes' relationship.
Jennifer Lopez and Ben Affleck's Relationship Is 'Serious,' Both 'Feel Like This Is It,' Source Says
Sepp Straka picked a good day to be dialed in with his irons in soft and still conditions. He made four birdies in his last six holes for an 8-under 63 to tie an Olympic record for a one-shot lead.
Straka sets Olympic golf record in first round; Virginia Beach’s Marc Leishman is 7 shots back
Jennifer Lopez and Ben Affleck have made their reunion Instagram official, 19 years on from their doomed first engagement which ended in 2004 - with Jen marrying another man four months later ...
J. Lo and Ben Affleck’s 19-year love story - decoy brides, full-page ad and 'big regret'
Only the best! Matt Damon is used to getting asked about Ben Affleck and Jennifer Lopez, but he admitted that he might need to mix up his answer to keep things interesting. Stars React to Jennifer ...
Matt Damon Wishes Ben Affleck and J. Lo Nothing But ‘Hardship’
Jennifer Lopez and Ben Affleck's relationship timeline spans almost 20 years. Here's how the two stars found their way back to each other.
J. Lo And Ben Affleck's Relationship Timeline Is Decades In The Making
Still friends. Marc Anthony’s reaction to Jennifer Lopez and Ben Affleck shows that he has no issues with his ex-wife and her new boyfriend. A source told HollywoodLife on Sunday, July 18, that the ...
Here’s How Marc Anthony Really Feels About J-Lo Moving Their Kids to Be Closer to Ben
Transit experts, MARC rider advocates and some state lawmakers want the Maryland Transit Administration to take advantage of the coronavirus pandemic’s disruption of commuting patterns to consider new ...
MARC will return to normal this fall. But what’s the new normal for Maryland’s commuter rail riders?
NHL teams went all in on the free-agent frenzy. It had begun before Wednesday’s scheduled noon commencement with a few leaked deals, and by supper time, nearly 100 players had signed for more than ...
NHL FREE AGENCY: Kraken and Devils make biggest splashes
Since his doping scandal erupted, the narrative on Dillashaw’s career was that he’s someone who possibly captured the UFC bantamweight title twice, thanks to his mastery in cheating the system. As ...
5 reasons why T.J. Dillashaw is still the best bantamweight in the UFC today
After beginning his career with the Pittsburgh Penguins, is there a chance Marc-Andre Fleury could finish his career with the franchise? The Marc-Andre Fleury drama has taken a new twist. One day ...
Penguins still hoping to get Marc-Andre Fleury despite trade to Blackhawks
Jennifer Lopez and Ben Affleck are still going strong and are making all the single Pringles everywhere jealous with their recent PDA parades—have you seen the pics of them recreating the butt rubbing ...
Jennifer Garner and Marc Anthony Feel the Same Way About Jennifer Lopez and Ben Affleck's 'Ship
The National Basketball Retired Players Association announced the 2021-2022 recipients of the Legends HBCU Scholarship, making them the inaugural class of Legends Scholars. Each ...
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